
The five (5) day in-person ASW is a cross-over course. It is the final stage of the

BioGeometry personal development curriculum, following the BioGeometry

Foundation (FT) and Advanced Foundation (AT) Trainings.

The ASW is also the prerequisite course for the BG-EHS Licensed Independent

Associate- Practitioner Training. 

The ASW builds on the BioGeometry applied skills acquired at the FT and AT classes,

and introduces students to more advanced tools, techniques and protocols that

enable them to apply the BG applied skills set with increased accuracy, efficiency and

effectiveness. It brings the BioGeometry personal development curriculum full-circle

with focus on the five pillars of the BG / BG-EHS applied skills set, and empowers

students to be able to individually develop that skills set to maximize the utility of

their BioGeometry knowledge in their daily lives. This applied skills set is the

foundation for successful BG-EHS work, and it is fully covered in the ASW.

Please note that the ASW is not a BG-EHS license training course, and does not

license students for any commercial BioGeometry / BG-EHS work.
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      The ASW curriculum includes:

BG3 Centers Solutions: Identification and utilization of environmental BG3 centers
        (micro power-spots in the home) for more powerful BG3 centering solutions.

BG-EHS Holistic Reprocessing Pyramid (HRP) Framework: A completely BG3-based
        approach to fully harmonize environmental energy-quality disturbances within a
        structured and objective framework, with clear benchmarks & controls and confirmations.

BG-EHS Protocol 3 Pendulum (P3Pendulum): Quick and accurate measurement of higher
        levels of BG3, without any direct engagement of energy-quality disturbances at all.

BG-EHS BG3-Based Earth Gridlines Surveying System: Accurate, efficient, and a fully BG3
        measurement-based system for Earth gridlines surveying.

BG-EHS Doorway Discs: Complete BG3 environmental home harmonization using the
         energy-keys of the doorways.

Completion of the BG Advanced Foundation (AT) Training, and being in good standing with
regards to the BG Student Agreement, are prerequisites for attendance of the BG-EHS  Applied
Skills Workshop.

Students need to only bring their BG Quality Measurement (BGQM) tools with them to the
workshop (BG16, IKUP, Horizontal & Vertical Dials Pendulums, and the Human Archetype
Ruler).

Tuition for the ASW differs by region, based on different overheads / logistics costs. Tuition
includes a student package of BG-EHS tools (P3Pendulum, Doorways Discs Pack, BG3 #7 Strip
Stickers Pack, Hartmann/Benker & Curry Earth Gridlines Discs Packs) valued at USD$310.
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